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Agency for 
Digitisation

The Agency for Digitisation is part of 
the Danish Ministry of Finance

The aim of the agency is to promote 
digitisation of the public sector in the 
most efficient and effective way.



Agenda
First step 2003 - 2007

- The savings

- Regulation

- Learningpoints

Next step 2008 - 2011

- SME benefits

- Enlarged focus on eprocurement

- The European perspective
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2 0 0 3 : the est im ated savings

A general budgetary analysis of public payments 
found a total efficiency potential of  

100 mill./year:

Elimination of float-days 25 mill./year

Closing of cash tills 15 mill./year

Easy Account 30 mill./year

E-Invoicing 30 mill./year

15 million invoices/year 

Estimated 2 reduction in handling cost pr. 

invoice



Legislat ion

- Public Payment Act was passed in 
December 2003

- Regulation was necessary: The public 
sector and all companies had to be 
committed in order to ensure critical 
mass

- By February 2005 all invoices to the 
public sector had to be sent electronically
- only structured invoices
- no exceptions
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Technical solution

The technical solutions had to be market 
driven and based on standards:
-OIOXML invoice format (based on UBL 0.7)
-VANS-network (5 serviceproviders in a net)
-Global Location Numbers (GLN)

Businesses should be able to send e-Invoices 
regardless of technical ability:

-Full integration into ERP
-Invoice portals
-Read In bureaus (scanning agency)*

*Receives and scans paper invoices and 
transforms them into XML format (OIOXML)
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-The small companies stuck to the 
scanning agencies  

- even though more than 95% of 
Danish companies have internet 
access!!!

-The e-invoicing solutions were not 
integrated in cheap and easy off the 
shelf software , making it difficult to 
join
-Using a costly Serviceprovider was not 
an attractive option. 

What about the SME s ?
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What it meant for SME s

The handling time was similar to the 
one on paper

Often they did not know until end of 
the month if the invoice was 
correctly received

Payment did not fall any faster than 
before, sometimes it even took 
longer..

They faced different requirements 
from their public and private 
customers



What did the public sector and the 
big companies gain?

A lot but not it all..



W hy not

Scanned invoices are time consuming and very often need to 
be treated manually 

To gain the real efficiency benefits like order and invoice 
match, you need to cover the whole procurement process

Denmark is not an Island we do a lot of cross border trading 
- therefore we need something that works cross border, not 
something based on national standards and a national 
infrastructure

And finally when you are a big company you want something 
that can easily be used business to business also covering 
your small suppliers..



What to do !

In 2008 NemHandel (EasyTrade) was introduced

NemHandel is an open ,shared and yet secure infrastructure using 
the internet. 

There is only one central component the NemHandel registry

NemHandel makes room for solutions that meet the different needs 
and IT skills of both small and large companies

NemHandel is based on open standards and it contains guidelines 
and open source components that makes it easy for it-vendors to 
implement. 

The eaiser and cheaper it is, the more it-solutions will be 

offered.



Key elements

NemHandel is build around 7 key elements:

NemHandel Registry both private and public entities can 
register

A web service profile of standards enabling sending documents 
via the internet in a secure and reliable way

Open standards for e-business 
documents (OIOUBL a Danish customization of UBL 2.0)

An open Source software toolkit

An open source reference implementation of mail client

An e-invoicing portal: web based invoice form

A legal framework: allowing many to many transactions



NemHandel how it works

Who? (CVR or EAN/GLN)

What: e-Invoice
Where to: small@business.dk
How: NemHandel, Digital Signature

Invoice, encrypted and signed
( recorded delivery )

Signed receipt

NemHandel registry

Company A Company B
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-Focus now on e-procurement as opposed to e-invocing
-The aim is to digitalize and make the end-to-end process from 
procurement to invoice and payment more effective 
- Based on an international standard (UBL 2.0)
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Mandatory since May 2 0 1 1

All public authorities are now registered in the NemHandels
registry with their unique ID (GLN). The NemHandel registry is 
PEPPOL complient.

A wide range of e-invoicing solutions are being offered, a lot of 
new players have emerged

Fully integrated in ERP system
Partly integrated in ERP system

-using an email program to send the invoices. 
Or using a web-based invoice form
- several in the market, and one run by us

We are seeing an increased use business to business



SME benefits
Now the SMEs benefit
they get paid faster, 
sometimes within days, 
and they can invoice their
private customers using
the same system..



The Work and ideas behind NemHandel
have been fed into CEN and PEPPOL and 
altered to meet cross border European 
needs

PEPPOL pilot project:
any company in the EU can communicate 
electronically with any EU governmental 
agency for all procurement processes

www.peppol.eu

PEPPOL is an EU co-funded project CIP-ICT PSP-2007 No 224974

The European perspective

http://www.peppol.eu


Questions?

Contact info:
Helle Schade-Sorensen
E-mail: hss@itst.dk
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NemHandel the movie

(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w7Ix62I8ktg)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w7Ix62I8ktg


Nem Handel the central costs

Around 10 mio to establish since beginning in 2007

Including guidelines, translation of standards, tools to aid 
implementation, central registry, web based invoice portal, e-
mail program etc.

Around 1 mio to run and administer the central components 
each year



Scanning read-in bureaus

2 Read-In bureaus in Denmark

Receives and scans paper invoices 
and transforms them into electronic 
format (OIOXML)

At least5 working days to process an 
invoice

Service was free of charge for 
smaller companies (until July 2009)

Large companies and public 
institutions pay 1-2 per invoice

30 % of all invoices were sent 
through Read-In service


